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UNPARALLELED PROTECTION AGAINST WALLET AND
EXCHANGE HACKS

Hacking exchanges is no longer possible!

AsicFuel - AVF Coin

AsicVault	is	a	security	company	making	secure	element	chips	and	solutions	for	the	crypto	
industry.	These	chips	burn	AsicFuel.

Our	secure	element	chips	are	not	ordinary	chips	just	for	a	single	user.	They	can	support	
thousands	of	users	at	 the	same	time.	We	are	announcing	1RU	sized	appliance	systems	
that	can	support	between	100,000	to	1,000,000	users.	All	private	keys	of	these	users	are	
held	in	isolated	chip	areas	and	they	are	not	accessible	to	other	users.	It	is	impossible	to	
steal	or	access	all	the	keys	at	once	because	of	this	segregated	secure	storage.	There	is	no	
vulnerable	operating	system	that	one	could	hack	into,	there	is	no	way	to	copy	the	private	
keys	since	such	function	simply	doesn’t	exist	in	hardware!	This	appliance	system	can	be	
used	by	online	wallets,	exchanges,	banks	and	other	companies	holding	various	blockchain	
assets.	At	all	times	you	will	be	the	owner	of	your	private	keys,	no	one	could	withhold	or	
steal	your	funds.

Our	 chips	 together	 form	 a	 proper	Trusted	 Execution	 Environment	 (TEE).	 In	 a	 similar	
fashion	to	Teechan,	but	without	locking	up	funds	in	payment	channels,	Trusted	Execution	
Environment	allows	us	to	perform	instant	transactions	between	AsicVault	users,	you	could	
also	 call	 them	Atomic	 Swaps.	 Since	we	 can	 support	 different	 cryptocurrencies	without	
any	limits,	the	same	TEE	forms	high	frequency	trading	system	-	Decentralized	Exchange	
(DEX).	At	 all	times	you	are	 the	owner	of	your	private	keys.	You	don’t	have	 to	deposit/
withdraw	anything.	Even	your	personal	AsicVault	hardware	wallet	can	directly	participate	
in the decentralized exchange.
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1.    AsicVault Chip

AsicVault chip is the cornerstone
 of all our products and services.

Despite	using	complicated	centralized	multisignature	systems	over	30%	of	all	Bitcoin	
exchanges,	many	ICOs	and	online	wallets	have	been	hacked	and	over	one	billion	dollars	
stolen	in	the	past	few	years.	Holding	customer	funds	on	a	single	big	account	is	simply	never	
safe.	AsicVault	is	going	to	solve	this	by	offering	a	new	kind	of	wallet	–	Online	Multi-User	
Hardware	Wallet	–	that	directly	connects	end-users	to	our	AsicVault	security	chips	located	
at	datacenters.	Private	Keys	of	every	user	are	stored	inside	the	secure	chip	in	dedicated	
segregated	areas,	 totally	 isolated	 from	each	other.	AsicVault	 chip	does	not	provide	any	
functionality	to	extract	these	Private	Keys,	therefore	stealing	funds	is	no	longer	possible.

AsicVault	chip	has	been	designed	to	run	on	AsicFuel,	to	burn	it.	The	chip	design	already	
exceeds	77,000	lines	of	Verilog/VHDL	code,	this	is	comparable	to	the	whole	Bitcoin	Core	
client	code	size.	Our	chip	has	been	specifically	designed	for	cryptocurrency	needs.	We	have	
1,000	times	higher	security	than	Trezor	and	Ledger	since	our	hardware	crypto	accelerators	
are	1,000	times	faster	than	the	competitors.	What	takes	us	3	seconds	to	calculate	would	
take	others	1	hour	-	a	very	unreasonable	time	to	perform	login	or	sign	transactions.	Our	
chip	has	been	designed	so	that	it	can	handle	up	to	5,000	users	instead	of	just	a	single	user	
like	every	other	secure	element,	smartcard	or	ID-card.	This	gives	us	tremendous	advantage.



2.   Product Roadmap

2.1 Hardware Wallet
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Our	mission	is	to	make	advanced	hardware	wallets	accessible	for	everyone	together	with	
decentralized	 exchange	 and	 low-cost	 transactions	 running	 on	AsicVault	 platform.	Total	
market	 size	of	 simple	hardware	wallets	 sold	exceeded	1	million	units	 in	2017.	AsicFuel	
allows	us	 to	extend	 the	market	 size	much	more	by	providing	monthly	hardware	wallet	
payment	plans	with	payments	starting	as	 low	as	10	EUR/month	and	by	offering	online	
virtual	hardware	wallets	as	a	unique	service.	AsicVault	is	first	in	the	World	running	chips	
on	AsicFuel	that	allows	us	to	offer	these	services.

The	AsicVault	chip	enables	us	to	build	a	cryptocurrency	hardware	vault	that	replaces	the	
first-generation	hardware	wallets.	A	true	cryptocurrency	hardware	wallet	is	supposed	to	
be,	look	and	feel	at	least	as	secure	as	a	traditional	cash	safe.	This	applies	to	all	levels:	case	
design,	anti-tamper	features,	PCB	design,	schematics,	backup	security,	hardware	and	chip	
design.	The	aluminum	enclosure	parts	of	our	wallet	are	pressed	together	using	1,000	Newton	
force.	This	is	the	same	high	force	that	would	be	required	to	open	the	enclosure,	compared	
to	ultrasonic	welded	cases	that	you	could	just	tear	apart.		On	top	of	that,	AsicVault	devices	
are	also	potted.	This	means	that	the	device	is	filled	with	a	compound	that	completely	seals	
its	contents.	Even	if	you	could	open	the	enclosure,	active	anti-tamper	protection	would	
immediately	kick	in.	AsicVault	is	the	only	wallet	with	anti-tamper	and	intrusion	detection	
functionality,	while	 this	 is	 something	 that	 customers	 should	expect	 from	any	 real	vault	
protecting	real	assets.	AsicVault	is	the	first	physically	secure	cryptocurrency	vault.

We	 are	 addressing	 all	 the	 shortcomings	 of	 current	 hardware	wallets	 and	we	provide	
multi-layer	security	that	does	not	compromise	on	any	of	the	layers.	We	are	storing	private	
keys	in	an	encrypted	form.	The	encryption	process	is	completed	multiple	times	and	with	
different	methods,	such	as	physical	unclonable	function	(PUF).	When	using	the	same	length	
passphrases,	AsicVault	is	always	1,000x	more	expensive	and	time-consuming	to	crack	than	
all	other	hardware	wallets.	For	example,	if	it	takes	10	days	to	crack	an	ordinary	hardware	
wallet,	 it	would	take	10,000	days	 i.e.	27	years	to	crack	AsicVault.	 If	 it	costs	$10,000	to	
crack	an	ordinary	hardware	wallet,	it	would	cost	$10,000,000	to	crack	AsicVault.	
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Recent	hacks	of	Trezor	and	Ledger	have	shown	that	a	single	chip	design	with	integrated	
secure	element	 is	more	 important	 than	ever.	This	 is	 exactly	what	AsicVault	 offers.	Our	
secure	chip	 is	digitally	 signed	and	comes	with	a	 factory	 installed	certificate	 that	allows	
you	to	always	validate	that	the	device	is	genuine.	This	also	eliminates	all	the	supply	chain	
risks	and	makes	it	impossible	to	sell	counterfeit	AsicVault	products,	while	hardware	wallets	
based	on	non-secure	microcontrollers	remain	easily	hackable.

AsicVault	Hardware	Wallet	based	on	our	innovative	security	chip	will	be	available	starting	
from	Q4	2018	for	everyone.

Full specifications of the device are available
at www.asicvault.io 

2.1 Hardware Wallet
We	are	offering	1,000	times	stronger	security	thanks	to	our	integrated	hardware	crypto	

accelerators.	This	 is	very	 important	 also	 because	 paper	 backup	 of	 the	 hardware	wallet	
can	be	stolen	and	cracked	easily	when	medium	security	passwords	are	used.	Complicated	
passwords	on	the	other	hand	pose	another	very	big	risk	–	they	can	be	easily	forgotten	and	
since	there	can’t	be	any	password	recovery	by	design,	all	the	Bitcoins	will	be	lost.	Using	
1,000	times	stronger	crypto	solves	this.
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A single AsicVault chip can support
up to 5,000 users 

2.2  Online Multi-User Hardware Wallet
As	a	second	step,	we	are	going	to	open	a	new	much	bigger	market	segment	than	hardware	

wallets.	For	 the	first	time	 in	 the	world	all	hardware	wallet	benefits	can	be	used	online,	
remotely,	without	having	to	purchase	the	physical	device.	There	are	no	other	players	 in	
this	market	segment.	We	have	the	first	mover	advantage	and	we	aim	to	capture	the	largest	
part	of	this	market.

A	single	AsicVault	chip	can	support	up	to	5,000	users	having	a	dedicated	isolated	chip	
area	allocated	for	each	user.	Standard	rack	unit	sized	appliance	system	can	support	over	
100,000	users.	Appliance	Systems	can	be	also	used	by	large	enterprises,	merchants,	banks	
and	exchanges	to	securely	store	all	different	blockchain	based	assets.	

Our	goal	is	to	make	Multi-User	Hardware	Wallet	as	convenient	as	your	everyday	banking	
for	all	operations:	balance	statements,	large	transfers,	currency	trading,	etc.	For	this	we	are	
introducing	internet	banking	style	website	that	uses	smartphone	based	Virtual	Hardware	
Device	as	your	security	device.	Enhanced	transactions	using	CoinJoin	and	CoinSwap	will	
be	available	for	the	subscribers	of	the	Online	Hardware	Wallet	service.

AsicVault	chips	support	redundancy	by	default.	Multiple	chips	can	be	used	to	store	the	
same	user	 account	 and	 there	 is	 no	 synchronization	needed	between	 them.	Multi-User	
Hardware	Wallet	 uses	 at	 least	 double	 redundancy	 to	 protect	 against	 hardware	 failure,	
network	failure	and	to	allow	firmware	updates.	Redundant	AsicVault	chips	are	located	at	
different	datacenters.
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2.3 Decentralized Exchange

2.4 Next Generation AsicVault Chip

Both	hardware	wallet	and	online	hardware	wallet	users	can	directly	participate	in	our	
Decentralized	 Crypto	 Exchange	 (DEX)	 without	 depositing	 any	 funds	 into	 centralized	
accounts.	Any	exchange	that	mentions	the	words	“withdrawal”	and	“deposit”	is	not	fully	
secure	since	they	are	holding	funds	on	your	behalf	and	are	able	to	freeze/suspend	your	
accounts.	There	are	several	exchanges	calling	themselves	“decentralized”,	however	they	
require	you	to	perform	deposits	and	withdrawals	on	their	wallets	with	no	possibility	to	use	
a	hardware	wallet	(funds	are	stored	either	on	a	cloud	wallet	or	your	computer).	Some	of	
the	truly	decentralized	DEX	projects	have	been	successful	with	ERC-20	tokens	only	so	far.	
It	can	easily	be	said	that	aspiration	for	a	true	working	DEX	is	still	a	race	and	some	of	the	
biggest	names	like	Binance	are	still	working	on	developing	a	viable	solution	and	looking	for	
teams	trying	to	develop	a	decentralized	crypto	exchange.	AsicVault	chips	support	trading	
accounts	that	enable	direct	peer-to-peer	trading	and	swapping	of	cryptocurrencies.	The	
proprietary	 technology	behind	AsicVault	 secure	chip	might	be	among	 the	first	enablers	
of	truly	Decentralized	Crypto	Exchanges	with	no	limitations	when	it	comes	to	supported	
coins/tokens.	Up	until	now	major	exchanges	are	keeping	 their	 customer	 funds	on	pool	
addresses.	 Such	 setups	 have	 been	 disastrous	 in	 case	 of	 elaborate	 attacks	 and	 many	
exchanges	 have	 seen	 their	 storages	 drained,	 mainly	 because	 all	 funds	 were	 kept	 on	
a	 single	 address.	AsicVault	 chip	 removes	 such	vulnerability	 by	 having	 separate	 isolated	
accounts/addresses	on	a	 single	chip.	Since	both	our	Single	User	Hardware	Wallets	and	
Online	Hardware	wallets	are	based	on	the	AsicVault	chips	they	can	directly	participate	in	
AsicVault	Secure	Decentralized	Exchange	and	also	use	Instant	Payment	Channels,	Micro	
Transactions	and	Atomic	Swaps.	

Next	generation	AsicVault	chip	is	designed	to	be	smaller,	5-10	times	faster,	integrating	
even	more	 functionality	 and	 yet	 consuming	 less	 power.	We	 expect	 our	 technology	 to	
be	applied	as	a	secure	element	in	such	fields	as	mobile	devices,	smartwatches,	personal	
identification,	 conventional	 payment	 methods	 such	 as	 current	 debit	 and	 credit	 cards,	
governmental	 and	 private	 treasury	 environments,	 as	well	 as	 any	 other	 field	where	 top	
grade	cryptographic	and	anti-tampering	characteristics	are	at	highest	priority.



3. AsicFUEL challenge within the AsicVault       
expansion

3.1 AsicVault Hardware Wallet

3.2 Online Multi-user HW Vault (Online Vault)

By	providing	unparalleled	security	we	are	planning	to	reach	at	least	30%	market	share	
of	hardware	wallets.	Major	competitors	of	the	AsicVault	are	Trezor,	Ledger	and	Keepkey.	
Information	about	them	from	the	public	resources	and	otherwise	known	to	us	shows	that:	

Total	number	of	Blockchain	users	has	been	growing	exponentially	as	per	graph	below	
(source:	www.statista.com)	reaching	a	staggering	number	of	25	million	users-	most	of	them	
holding	their	assets	on	desktop	wallets,	free	cloud	wallets	and	exchanges.	
Current	number	of	Blockchain	users	shows	that	it	is	already	impossible	for	every	user	to	

hold	at	least	1	BTC.	

Since	all	our	wallets	are	based	on	the	AsicVault	chip,	they	will	be	able	to	directly	participate	
in	the	AsicVault	ecosystem	and	enjoy	such	benefits	as	fast	and	secure	transactions	via	our	
secure	 payment	 channels,	 purchase	 and	 use	 of	various	 apps,	HDD	encryption,	 etc.	All	
these	services	will	be	using	AVF	as	fuel	and	medium	for	discounts.	

• Ledger has sold its millionth Ledger Nano S  (their most popular model) in January 2018;  

• both Trezor v1 and Ledger Blue have been sold out multiple times in past months 
due to the very high demand for hardware wallets.

9
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3.2 Online Multi-user HW Vault (Online Vault)
Some	analysts	are	speculating	that	number	of	Bitcoin	users	will	 reach	200	million	by	

2024-	almost	10x	more	than	number	of	all	blockchain	users	at	present	day.	
Combined	with	the	scarcity	of	BTC	it	is	going	to	stimulate	the	price	growth	expanding	

our	target	audience	to	users	holding	0.01	BTC	equivalent	or	less.	At	current	numbers	it	
represents	about	40%	of	the	total	market	share	of	BTC	only.	Currently	there	is	no	economic	
justification	for	people	belonging	to	this	market	segment	to	spend	100+	EUR	on	a	hardware	
device.

Considering	 that	our	AsicVault	chip	enables	us	 to	handle	up	 to	5,000	users	 remotely	
it	costs	us	less	than	50,000	euros	to	manufacture	a	rack	sized	unit	holding	keys	of	up	to	
1’000’000	users	 -	all	 in	completely	segregated	manner.	As	a	comparison,	same	number	
of	ordinary	Hardware	Wallets	 (that	can	hold	keys	of	one	user	each)	would	cost	around	
5’000’000	EUR	to	manufacture.	This	unique	feature	of	the	AsicVault	chip	allows	us	to	offer	
an	Online	Vault	solution	that	inherits	all	the	security	features	of	our	Hardware	Wallet	at	
cost	as	low	as	0.10	EUR	per	user.

In	the	market	segment	of	non-hardware	wallets,	it	is	impossible	to	charge	most	users	for	
subscription	or	fess	on	regular	on-chain	transactions-	users	holding	smaller	balances	will	
simply	switch	to	other	solutions,	even	if	it	means	sacrificing	security	(risk	of	loss	of	funds	
can	easily	be	mitigated	by	splitting	funds	between	different	wallets).	Therefore,	for	users	
who	are	holding	relatively	small	funds	(up	to	1	BTC),	we	will	be	offering	a	free	Online	Vault.	
In	this	segment,	we	expect	our	main	revenue	streams	to	come	from:

• Use of lightning fast off-chain transactions (via our secure payment channels- not 
susceptible to Fraudulent Channel Close risk of Bitcoin’s Lightning network, for example)

• Using CoinJoin to combine execute multiple transactions at once
• AtomicSwap services that are essentially smart contracts requiring gas (in our case 

AsicFuel) to execute.
• Advanced banking-like services such as setting spending limits, scheduled 

payments, payment cancellations and more.

All	these	services	will	require	AsicFuel	to	be	executed.	Of	course,	it	will	be	possible	to	
pay	fees	in	other	cryptocurrencies.	However,	they	will	be	swapped	to	AsicFuel	beforehand	
(which	will,	 in	turn	be	burned,	decreasing	the	total	supply).	Rates	will	be	such	that	AVF	
users	will	allways	receive	services	at	50%.

We	are	also	looking	at	users	who	are	just	holding	larger	amounts	of	cryptocurrencies	and	
prefer	to	hold	their	keys	in	a	secure	datacenter	instead	of	carrying	a	device	and	still	have	
24/7	access	to	their	funds.	Therefore,	users	with	balances	over	1	BTC	equivalent	will	be	
charged	a	small	monthly	subscription	fee.	At	this	point	we	also	expect	significant	number	
of	Hardware	Wallet	owners	to	use	both	physical	wallet	and	our	Online	Virtual	Vault	as	it	
provides	enhanced	security,	eliminates	risk	of	loss	and	exposes	users	to	variety	of	services	
-	all	at	cost	of	having	a	regular	debit/credit	card.



3.3 AsicVault DEX
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AsicVault	 Decentralized	 Crypto	 Exchange	 (AVaDEX)	 being	 the	 first	 true	DEX	will	 be	
among	the	leading	exchanges.	We	are	planning	to	charge	0.1%	as	a	trading	fee.	AsicFuel,	
similarly	to	tokens	issued	by	other	exchanges,	can	be	used	to	settle	transaction	fees	at	a	
discounted	rate.	

We	 are	 aiming	 at	 being	 among	Top	 5	 Crypto	 Exchanges	 and	 below	 are	 24h	 trading	
volumes	of	the	Top	5	crypto	exchanges:

- OKex: 1’172’989’176 USD
- Binance: 1’164’664’898 USD
- Huobi: 678’853’579 USD
- Bitfinex: 596’870’553 USD
- Upbit: 440’146’426 USD

By	the	time	AVaDEX	gets	 launched,	we	expect	these	volumes	to	be	much	higher.	By	
applying	50%	discount	on	trading	fees	AVF	users	will	be	able	to	save	about	1.2m	USD	
daily	on	transaction	fees	if	AVaDEX	trading	volume	reaches	that	of	today’s	OKex	today’s	
volume.	Early	investors,	who	bought	AVF	coins	will	benefit	even	more-	either	using	AVF	as	
Tx	fee	or	selling	it	to	willing	traders.

Even	those	exchanges	that	are	in	the	lower	tier	of	Top	100	are	reporting	2m	USD	daily	
trading	volumes.	Top	50	are	trading	about	20m	USD/day.

Since	AVF	 coins	will	 be	 burned	 upon	 their	 use	 and	AsicVault	 shall	 strategically	 buy	
back	coins,	scarcity	of	supply	will	be	maintained-	making	our	coin	attractive	both	to	early	
investors	as	well	as	miners	later	on	as	there	will	be	high	demand	for	the	coin	from	active	
traders.



4. AsicFuel
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In	order	for	the	ecosystem	to	operate	and	to	provide	our	customers	access	to	a	wider	
assortment	 of	 services,	 AsicVault	 team	 has	 designed	 the	AsicFuel	 (AVF	 coin)	 that	will	
operate	on	its	own	blockchain	and	will	serve	as	an	internal	currency	(fuel)	of	the	AsicVault	
world.	AsicFuel	 is	 burned	 by	 the	AsicVault	 chips.	The	 functionality	 of	 the	AsicFuel	will	
evolve	 together	with	 the	whole	ecosystem	and	 is	closely	tied	 to	 the	project’s	 roadmap	
described	 earlier	 in	 this	 document.	Using	AsicFuel	 gives	 discount	 on	 our	 decentralized	
exchange	and	it	is	the	main	payment	currency	for	all	services.

At	 the	 core	AsicFuel	will	 give	 users	 access	 to	 perform	 fast	 and	 secure	 peer-to-peer	
transactions	as	well	as	ensure	the	decentralization	of	the	network.	AsicFuel	will	serve	as	
fuel	for	the	AsicVault	chips	when	transacting	via	instant	secure	payment	channels.	Fees	
will	be	attractive	irrespective	of	the	AsicFuel	price.	AsicFuel	is	a	mineable	coin	(See	4.5)

AsicFuel	will	also	be	used	on	our	crypto	exchange	platform	and	any	fees	can	be	paid	with	
it.	This	includes,	but	is	not	limited	to	listing	and	exchange	fees,	and	coin	will	serve	as	one	
of	the	key	base	assets	and	as	gas	for	spending.	Using	AsicFuel	on	the	AsicVault	platform	
will	guarantee	significant	discounts	compared	to	use	of	other	crypto	assets	when	paying	
AsicVault	ecosystem	fees.

4.1 Ecosystem

4.2 Lightning fast secure transactions
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4.3 Recurring services and monthly subscriptions

4.4 Custom APPs

4.5 Mining and staking rewards

Together	with	AsicVault	chip,	AsicFuel	 is	designed	to	support	automatic	payments	for	
recurring	 services	 and	monthly	 subscription	 fees.	For	 the	first	time	AsicVault	hardware	
wallets	will	be	available	with	monthly	subscription	plans.	

We	love	apps!	AsicFuel	enables	you	to	run	custom	apps	on	AsicVault	devices.	AsicVault	
wallets	support	development	custom	applications	(new	coin	and	token	support,	password	
and	login	authentication	tools,	portfolio	management	apps,	games,	etc.)	and	AsicFuel	can	
be	used	to	purchase/run	these	applications	on	the	AsicVault	devices.	AsicFuel	will	be	used	
as	a	currency	for	purchasing	and/or	execution	of	apps	on	the	AsicVault	network	as	well	as	
the	payment	to	developers.

AsicFuel	 (AVF)	 is	 a	minable	 coin	 and	mining	 it	 is	 a	 hybrid	 process	 of	 PoW	 and	 PoS	
combined.	20%	of	block	reward	is	distributed	pro	rata	to	top	addresses	holding	more	than	
10,000	AVF.	The	Proof	of	Work	element	of	the	mining	mechanism	is	there	to	avoid	pre-
ICO	and	ICO	investors	receiving	excessively	large	proportion	of	the	rewards	distributed	via	
Proof	of	Stake.	AsicFuel	is	burned	by	the	AsicVault	chips,	reducing	the	circulating	supply	
of	AsicFuel.



5. Coin Details
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5.1 Key characteristics

5.2 Coin Sale Details

Coin	name:	 AsicFuel

Coin	symbol: AVF

Coin	lifetime: Perpetual

Coin	execution	environment: AsicVault	blockchain

Coin	standard: AVF-HASH	(SHA-512	PRIME)

Coin	decimal	units 8

Coin	sales	currency:	 BTC,	BCH,	ETH,	LTC	and	more

Minimum	sales	target: 2	000	000	EUR	(350	BTC)

Sales	hard	cap: 52	500	000	EUR	(9	250	BTC)

Minimum	purchase	amount: 0.088	BTC	/	500	EUR

Maximum	purchase	amount	per	buyer: 50	BTC

Public	pre-sale	start	date: October	1st	2018

Public	sale	start	date: November	5th	2018
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5.3 Coin Distribution
5.3.1 Private sale and public pre-sale

5.3.2 Public sale

AsicVault	shall	through	the	Website	publicly	offer	to	its	users	up	to	8	750	000	of	AVF	
for	a	fixed	price	of	0.60	EUR	per	AVF	with	the	following	bonus	system	during	the	public	
pre-sale:

This	 phase	 of	 public	 sale	 shall	 be	 considered	 as	 continuation	 of	 the	 public	 pre-sale.	
Within	this	stage,	AsicVault	shall	through	the	Website	publicly	offer	its	users	up	to	87	500	
000	AVF	for	a	fixed	price	of	0.60	EUR	per	AVF	with	the	following	bonus	system	during	the	
public	sale:

*	Bonus	rounds	ends	when	either	coin	limit	or	bonus	time	limit	is	reached.

Bonus	amount Coin	limit Bonus	time	limit* Minimum	purchase

Plus	80%	extra	AVF 1	250	000	AVF First	14	days 0.888	BTC

Plus	65%	extra	AVF 1	750	000	AVF Next	14	days 0.688	BTC

Plus	50%	extra	AVF 2	500	000	AVF Next	7	days 0.388	BTC

Plus	40%	extra	AVF 3	250	000	AVF Next	7	days 0.288	BTC

Top 250 pre-sale contributors will get AsicVault Titanium Signature 
wallet as an exclusive extra.

Top 1000 pre-sale contributors will get AsicVault Titanium Signature 
wallet as an exclusive extra.

Bonus	amount Coin	limit Bonus	time	limit* Minimum	purchase

Plus	25%	extra	AVF 10	000	000	AVF First	week 0.188	BTC

Plus	20%	extra	AVF 15	000	000	AVF Second	week 0.088	BTC

Plus	15%	extra	AVF 22	500	000	AVF Third	week 0.088	BTC

Plus	10%	extra	AVF Fourth	week 0.088	BTC
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5.3 Coin Allocation

Max	AVF	supply	(mineable,	PoS	&	PoW): 200	000	000

Reserved	AVF	for	ICO,	65.625% 131	250	000

66.67%	(Max)	Sold	AVF	during	ICO 87	500	000

AVF Coins shall be distributed in the following manner:

From AVF reserved for the ICO (maximum 131 250 000):

66.67%	Sold	during	ICO 87	500	000

33.33%	AVF	allocated	as	follows: 43	750	000

																15.00%	Project	team	and	advisors
																5.00%	APP	Development	fund
																7.00%	Bounty	and	affiliates
																6.33%	Marketing

Project team and APP Development fund coins will 
be unlocked evenly during 24-month period.
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